
A relative pronoun is a pronoun used to introduce a dependent clause

and to connect it to the independent clause.

that Charles drives is in the !rst track.  (that / whose)Example: The car
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Name :

Relative Pronouns

I have a friend parents are in the army.  (whose / that)3)

Benjamin is drinking lemon tea, he is greatly fond of.  (which / whom)2)

This is the restaurant I was talking about.  (that / who)4)

Mrs. Harris is the same teacher taught us English.  (who / which)5)

I know a man is a resident of the Republic of Fiji.  (which / who)9)

Je", I met !ve years ago, is now a doctor.  (whose / whom)6)

She is the lady advice I follow.  (who / whose)7)

Complete each sentence with an appropriate relative pronoun. Choose from

the options given in parentheses. 

Michael, we all know very well, is a professional chess player.1)

(whose / whom)

ABC Market, sells fresh fruit and vegetables, is being renovated.8)

(which / who)

Sharon is going to the amusement park has many thrilling rides.10)

(that / whom)
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A relative pronoun is a pronoun used to introduce a dependent clause

and to connect it to the independent clause.

that Charles drives is in the !rst track.  (that / whose)Example: The car
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Name : Answer Key

Relative Pronouns

I have a friend parents are in the army.  (whose / that)whose3)

Benjamin is drinking lemon tea, he is greatly fond of.  (which / whom)which2)

This is the restaurant I was talking about.  (that / who)that4)

Mrs. Harris is the same teacher taught us English.  (who / which)who5)

I know a man is a resident of the Republic of Fiji.  (which / who)who9)

Je", I met !ve years ago, is now a doctor.  (whose / whom)whom6)

She is the lady advice I follow.  (who / whose)whose7)

Complete each sentence with an appropriate relative pronoun. Choose from

the options given in parentheses. 

Michael, we all know very well, is a professional chess player.whom1)

(whose / whom)

ABC Market, sells fresh fruit and vegetables, is being renovated.which8)

(which / who)

Sharon is going to the amusement park has many thrilling rides.that10)

(that / whom)
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